Clean-n-Dip has two functions:
1. Spray tips, guns and other metal parts can be soaked in this safe stripper/cleaner for effortless paint removal and cleaning.
2. When pumped through a paint sprayer and gun, it is an effective cleaner. Clean-n-Dip can also be used to flush lines.

Available In: 1 Gallon (CS01/654G1), 2½ Gallon (CS03/654G3), 5 Gallon Starter Kit with Parts Basket (CS035/655G5), and Mini Parts Cleaner for tips and other small parts (CDPK/65408).

Clean-n-Dip has no odor, is non-flammable, contains no methylene-chloride, caustic or other harsh chemicals. It easily cleans up with water and will not burn the skin. From the makers of Ready-Strip.

Back To Nature® products have been successfully used, tested or approved in many applications highlighted by the following:

- Senate Chambers-Washington, DC • The Capitol Building-Washington DC, Capitol Dome • The National Zoo-Washington DC • Smithsonian Institute-Washington DC and NYC • The Pentagon-Arlington, VA • Customs House-Washington, DC • Organization of American States-Washington, DC • National Institute of Health-Bethesda, MD • Manhattan Bridge, Williamsburg Bridge-NYC, NY • Minnesota DOT, Bridge Division-Roseville, MN • Princeton University, Rutgers University, University of Pennsylvania, University of Maryland, University of Minnesota, Wake Forest, Seton Hall University • SEPTA train stations-Allen’s Lane, Overbrook, Philadelphia, PA • Historic Morven House, part of Governor’s Complex, Princeton, NJ • New Jersey State Capitol Annex-Trenton, NJ • Ohio State Capitol-Columbus, OH • Los Angeles School District-Los Angeles, CA • New York City Board of • Education-New York City, NY • US Army at West Point, NY, Ft. Bragg, NC, Pensacola, FL, Riverdale, ND, Yankton, SD, Ft. Monroe, VA • Historic Courthouses in Ocean County, NJ and Susquehanna County, PA • HUD at Huntsville, AL, Charleston, SC, Memphis, TN, Phoenix, AZ, Miami, Panama City, Jacksonville, Orlando, FL, Elizabeth, NJ • Utilities-Long Island Lighting, NY, Consolidated Edison, NY, Toledo Edison, OH • The National Parks Service-VA • USDA Facility-Albany, CA • Pilgrim State and Kings Park Psychiatric Facilities, NY • Project Candelario Torres de Naranjito, PR • Portland Zoo-Portland, Oregon • A Premier Amusement Park in Orlando, FL • Trump Marina Hotel and Casino-Atlantic City, NJ • Glen Oaks Nursing Home-Clearwater, FL • Sarasota School Board-Sarasota, FL • Safford House, Historic Restoration-Tarpon Springs, FL • US Navy Approved • Sen. John Glenn’s Boyhood Home
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Environmentally Friendly
Paint Removers and Specialty Products

Go Green
Ready-Strip® Safer Paint & Varnish Removers

Ready-Strip® Plus is a technologically advanced stripper that is environmentally safe, user-friendly and capable of removing up to 7 layers in a single application using a stripping tool. As a result of the unique “Color Change” feature, the user is signaled as to when paint removal should occur. The stripper is applied to the surface and turns off-white when the paint or varnish is ready to be removed. Ready-Strip® Plus is biodegradable, non-flammable, odor-free and easily cleaned up with water. It contains no methylene chloride or caustic. It truly clings to vertical surfaces. Ready-Strip® Plus removes most varieties of paints and varnishes which are oil or water-based.

Removes up to 7 Layers
Available in quarts (RS25/65832), 1/2 gallon (RS50/65864), 1 gallon (RS100/658G1) and 5 gallon (RS50/658G5) containers

Ready-Strip® Pro™ is the contractor version of Ready-Strip. Ready-Strip Pro changes color to let the user know when the paint or varnish is ready to be removed. Ready-Strip Pro can remove up to 10 layers in a single application using a stripping tool. Ready-Strip Pro is environmentally friendly, biodegradable, non-flammable, odor-free and easily cleaned up with water. It contains no methylene chloride or caustic. It truly clings to vertical surfaces. Ready-Strip Pro removes most varieties of paints & varnishes which are oil or water-based from interior and exterior surfaces. Ready-Strip Pro can remove more difficult coatings such as two part epoxy.

Removes up to 10 Layers
Available in quarts (RP25/66232), 1 gallon (RP01/662G1) and 5 gallon (RP50/662G5) containers

AMAZING READY-STRIP!

Here’s how it works:

READY-STRIP IS APPLIED GREEN
READY-STRIP TURNS OFF-WHITE, REMOVE
ADMIRE WORK YOU’RE DONE!

Takes the guess work out of paint removal...
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Finally, A Faster, Safer, Economical, Citrus Paint & Varnish Remover

**Faster** - Removes Paint in About 1/2 hour
**Safer** - New Water-Based Technology * Contains Soy
**Effective** - Strips 3 layers in One Application * Great Sq. ft. coverage
**Economical** - Sensible alternative to Methylene Chloride Strippers

Available in 1/2 gallon (HSS065664) and new 32 ounce trigger spray (68532)
Ready-Strip ® Deck and Marine Removers

Ready-Strip ® Deck-Brite is a superior brightener and cleaner for decks and other exterior surfaces. Unlike traditional deck brighteners, it has no acid. It is biodegradable, non-flammable and contains no methylene chloride. Ready-Strip Deck-Brite brightens and cleans weathered or new wood. It also cleans decks, siding and masonry. It is very effective cleaning dirt, mildew and other stains.

Ready-Strip Deck-Brite Cleans and Brightens Exterior Surfaces
Available in 1 gallon (RB01/660G1)

Ready-Strip ® Deck ™ is a revolutionary new, safer deck and siding stripper. Unlike traditional deck strippers, it is non-corrosive, will not burn the skin and requires no neutralization or acid wash. It has the added benefit of being fast acting, sprayable and it can remove all types of stains and finishes in one application. Ready-Strip Deck safely removes semi-transparent stains, solid stains, clear finishes and other oil and water based finishes. It can also remove the tougher acrylic coatings that can’t be removed by traditional corrosive deck strippers. Ideal for pressure treated wood and safe for cedar, redwood and other exotic woods. This water-based, environmentally friendly formulation is biodegradable, non-flammable and contains no methylene chloride. Ready-Strip Deck has low odor, can be rinsed with water, truly clings to vertical surfaces and will not etch glass. It will not fuzz wood.

Ready-Strip Deck Safely Strips Decks and Exterior Wood Surfaces
Available in 1 gallon (RD01/659G1)

NO CORROSSIVE

Ready-Strip ™ Marine changes color to signal removal time and is specifically designed for marine coatings. Ready-Strip Marine removes multiple layers of marine anti-fouling, top-side and other paints and varnishes in one application. Ready-Strip Marine will not damage the gel coat, fiberglass or any surface. It is environmentally safe, biodegradable, non-flammable, and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. Ready-Strip Marine is odor-free and can be easily cleaned up with water. As a paste it clings easily to vertical surfaces.

Safely and Easily Strips Bottom and Top-Side Paints
Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (RM25/66132), 1 gallon (RM01/661G1) and 5 gallon (RM05/661G5) containers

NO ACID

Aqua-Strip ™ is a technically advanced, safer marine stripper designed to removes up to 10 layers of thick marine anti-fouling, top-side and other paints and varnishes in one application. Aqua-Strip will not damage the gel coat, fiberglass or any surface. It is environmentally safe, biodegradable, non-flammable, and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. Aqua-Strip is odor-free and can be easily cleaned up with water. As a paste it clings easily to vertical surfaces. For application, it can be brushed, rolled or sprayed.

Safely and Easily Strips Bottom and Top-Side Paints
Available in quarts (AQ25/65032), 1 gallon (AQ01/650G1) and 5 gallon (AQ05/650G5) containers

WILL NOT DAMAGE GEL COAT

All the tools needed to complete a paint or varnish removal project

The kit includes an applicator brush, ergonomically contoured scraper handle, stainless steel blade and two scrub/cleaning pads for removing final residue and clean up. The comfort grip handle is ergonomically designed and is much easier to hold. The triangle blade has three sides for longer, uninterrupted scraping. The unique pulling action of this drag scraper permits easy scraping action without gouging wood or damaging any surface.

Product # RSAK800
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Ultra-Strip™ base all the advantages of Multi-Strip, yet take it one step further. Where speed of removal is critical, a lighter coat of Ultra-Strip will remove 1 to 4 layers in 15 minutes to 4 hours. For tougher jobs or coatings, a heavier application will remove up to 25 layers at one time. Ultra-Strip is environmentally safe, biodegradable, non-flammable, and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. It is odor-free and can be cleaned up easily with water. Application may be made with brush, roller or airless paint sprayer. Ultra-Strip requires no neutralization.

Ultra-Strip removes up to 25 layers
Available in 1 gallon (US01/666G1) and 5 gallon (US05/666G5) containers

Heavy Duty Sprayable Paint Remover

Multi-Strip™ is a unique, environmentally safe paint remover designed to remove up to 15 layers of paint and varnish. A lighter coat will remove 1 to 4 layers quickly while a heavier coat will remove multiple layers over time. It is biodegradable, non-flammable, and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. Multi-Strip is odor free and can be easily cleaned up with water. As a paste it clings easily to vertical surfaces. It can be brushed, rolled or sprayed on with a airless paint sprayer. Multi-Strip removes most varieties of paints and varnishes which are oil or water-based. Unlike other removers it can remove more difficult coatings such as two part epoxy and urethanes. Multi-Strip works on interior and exterior surfaces. It requires no neutralization (neutral pH).

Removes up to 15 layers of paint
Available in quarts (MS25/65732), 1 gallon (MS01/657G1) and 5 gallon (MS05/657G5) containers

Waterbased Alkaline Remover

Lift-n-Strip™ is a water-based alkaline paste designed to lift and strip away multiple layers of paint in a single application. It is non-flammable, produces no toxic fumes and contains no methylene chloride or solvents. Compare to Peel Away 1. Lift-n-Strip requires no cloth covering. This no-drip paste clings easily to vertical surfaces. Lift-n-Strip stripping action is long lasting (24+ hrs) and is reactivated merely by keeping the product moist. Lift-n-Strip can remove most varieties of paints and varnishes which are oil or water-based from interior and exterior surfaces. It is ideal for metal structures.

Lifts and Strips Away Multiple Layers
Available in 1 gallon (LS01/674G1) and 5 gallon (LS05/674G5) containers

Tough Coating & Factory Finish Remover

Auto-Strip™ is a state of the art, environmentally friendly remover designed to remove the toughest coatings safely and effectively. It is biodegradable, non-flammable and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. It can be brushed, rolled or sprayed on. Auto-Strip can remove more coatings such as multi-part epoxies and cross-linked urethanes as well as alkyls, primers and other water based and oil based coatings. It is effective on a variety of surfaces including metal, fiberglass, automobiles and aircraft.

Safely Strips Factory Finishes and Tough Coatings
Available in 1 gallon (AD01) and 5 gallon (AD05) containers

---

Safer Dipping Paint Removers

Dip-Strip A & B are professional, non-flammable, safer strippers that can be used for dip tank applications. These formulas last 3 to 5 times longer than conventional solvent type strippers. They contain no harsh substances (such as methylene chloride, M.E.K., toluene, acetone, methanol or caustic). Dip-Strip A & B are less expensive to use because they last longer (slower flash-off). Dip-Strip B is Ideal for Metal
Dip-Strip A is Perfect for All Surfaces
Available in 1 gallon (DA01) (DB01), 25 gallon (DA03) (DB03) and 55 gallon drums (DA55) (DB55)

Lighter Dipping Paint Removers

The Industry Standard

Safer Specialty Removers

Heavy Duty Safer Paint & Varnish Removers
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Safe Lead Abatement & Specialty Products

Remove It

Eliminate lead based paint safely and cost effectively with Back To Nature Strippers.

Alternative methods may include scraping, burning or sanding (blasting), where hazardous lead can be released into the air. Back To Nature Safe Strippers are semi-pastes and encase lead paint reducing the potential for dust or chipping.

Cover It

Maximum Protection Against Lead Paint Hazards

Protect-A-Coat™ and BTN Exterior Lead Paint Encapsulant have been specially engineered to form a remarkably sound and sturdy barrier between lead based paint and the environment. These state-of-the-art, environmentally friendly coatings are water-based, non-toxic, non-flammable and easy to use. They have superior adhesion and result in extremely sturdy, yet flexible coatings that provide maximum long term protection (20 year warranty). They result in a decorative finish. Protect-A-Coat is cost effective because its 7 mil dry thickness results in twice the coverage of elastomeric encapsulants. It meets the Federal ASTM and HUD standards, as well as state and local regulations (including the tough Massachusetts standard). Back to Nature “Extra-Coat” is an encapsulating compound specifically engineered to 1) acts as an extra protective barrier between lead painted surfaces and an enclosure or 2) acts as an extra measure of protection over lead painted surfaces that are being removed, replaced, demolished, or transported (dust control) or 3) acts as a post lead-based paint removal lock-down.

Available in 1 gallon (PC01/672G1, EE01/673G1) and 5 gallon (PC05/672G5, EE05/673G5) containers

Non-Hazardous Waste

Strip-Tox DGA™ & Strip Tox™

Strip-Tox DGA is a special dry grain additive, which when added to lead paint waste renders the waste non-hazardous for disposal. Can be used after lead paint removal with any Back To Nature Stripper. Strip-Tox is a new paint remover that combines Back To Nature® Safer Stripper Technology with the Pre-Tox 2000™ Patented “Non-Hazardous Lead Waste Removal System”. Strip-Tox removes multiple layers and renders lead-based paint waste non-hazardous for disposal.

Renders Lead Paint Waste Non-Hazardous for Disposal

Strip-Tox DGA is available in 50 lb. bags. Strip-Tox is available in 1 gallon (ST01/669G1) and 5 gallon (ST05/669G5) containers

Control It

Lead-Clean™ is a multi-purpose, industrial grade cleaner. As an interim control and for in-place management, a special formula removes lead dust, the most common cause of lead poisoning. As a multi-purpose cleaner, it attacks other household dirt, dust, stains, grime and other unwanted marks. This user friendly product is water-based, biodegradable and non-flammable. Lead-Clean is designed to react quickly and work efficiently. It is specifically engineered to have excellent wetting action to better penetrate surface soils. Lead-Clean can also be used in conjunction with other lead abatement methods. For use prior to lead paint encapsulation, a special deglossing agent cuts the gloss of paints, helping to insure proper adhesion for encapsulants. As a post paint removal product, it insures effective, time saving clean-up.

Available in 1 gallon (LC01/695G1) container

Heavy-Duty Safer Mastic Remover

Ready-Strip Mastic Remover™ is an environmentally safe mastic remover designed to remove most mastics and adhesives easily and safely. A special agent allows the remover to penetrate through the various layers of mastics and adhesives on a surface so that it is absorbed into the bottom layers insuring effective removal and a cleaner surface. It is non-flammable, biodegradable, water washable and contains no methylene chloride or caustic. Ready-Strip Mastic Remover requires no neutralization.

Available in new 1/2 gallon (678G4), one gallon (MR01/678G1) and 5 gallon (MR05/678G5) containers
**All Purpose Cleaner**

*All Purpose Cleaner* contains no bleach or ammonia. A special formula eliminates dirt, stains, grease, grime, dust and unwanted spots by keeping them in suspension for effective removal. Cleans most surfaces including grills, ovens, stove hoods and exhaust fans, appliances, counter tops, tubs, toilets, sinks and showers, ceramic tile and vinyl floors, grout, linoleum, walls and baseboards, brick fireplaces, concrete, marble, porcelain, fiberglass, plastic, silver, copper, brass, chrome, aluminum, stainless steel, finished woodwork, and tools and equipment. All Purpose Cleaner can also be used as a laundry presoak. It can be used on synthetic carpets, upholstery, canvas and fabric. Odor free.

**Scrub Free Cleaning**

Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (68132)

---

**Dried Paint, Adhesive and Ink Remover**

*Dried Paint, Adhesive and Ink Remover* is an environmentally friendly remover for paint, stains, marks and spots. This product is water-based, non-flammable and biodegradable. It is especially effective on dried latex paint and oil-based paint spatters. It is also an excellent remover of pen ink, marker and crayon, tape residue, glue and adhesives, scuff marks, shoe polish, makeup, lipstick, blood stains, tar, wax, and most food and drink stains.

**Safely Removes Paint Drips and Unwanted Spots**

Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (68332)

---

**Safer Deglosser**

*Safer Deglosser* cleans and prepares surface for painting without sanding. A special deglossing agent cuts the gloss of paints, helping to insure proper adhesion for new coatings. For surface preparation it also cleans household dirt, dust, stains, grime and other unwanted marks. This user-friendly product is biodegradable and non-flammable. Can be used interior and exterior.

**For Surface Preparation Prior to Painting**

Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (68832)

---

**Rust Remover**

*Rust Remover* is an environmentally friendly, water-based, biodegradable, non-flammable remover of rust spots and stains. Rust is the result of a chemical process called oxidation and can stain anything it touches. Rust Remover is non-corrosive and does not contain phosphoric or hydrochloric acid. It removes most rust spots and stains from interior and exterior surfaces including concrete, toilets, sinks, bathtubs, appliances, clothing, upholstery, metal, wrought iron, house siding, sporting goods, and more.

Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (66732)

---

**Graffiti Remover**

*Graffiti Remover* is an environmentally friendly, water-based, biodegradable, non-flammable way of removing unwanted aerosol spray paints, etc. from many surfaces. It contains no methylene chloride, caustic or other flammable chemicals. It will remove most varieties of aerosol paint, enamels, acrylics, oil and water-based paints, primers, semi-gloss and gloss paints, lacquers and sealers. Effective removing other graffiti type marks such as ink, crayon, magic marker, dyes, lipstick, shoe polish, etc. It works on most surfaces including brick, concrete, stone, cinder block, stucco, street signs, metal, steel, aluminum, vinyl and fiberglass.

Available in 32 ounce trigger spray (68932)